Abstract-Many previous research studies on extractive text summarization consider a subset of words in a document as keywords and use a sentence ranking function that ranks sentences based on their similarities with the list of extracted keywords. But the use of key concepts in automatic text summarization task has received less attention in literature on summarization. The proposed work uses key concepts identified from a document for creating a summary of the document. We view single-word or multi-word keyphrases of a document as the important concepts that a document elaborates on. Our work is based on the hypothesis that an extract is an elaboration of the important concepts to some permissible extent and it is controlled by the given summary length restriction. In other words, our method of text summarization chooses a subset of sentences from a document that maximizes the important concepts in the final summary. To allow diverse information in the summary, for each important concept, we select one sentence that is the best possible elaboration of the concept. Accordingly, the most important concept will contribute first to the summary, then to the second best concept, and so on. To prove the effectiveness of our proposed summarization method, we have compared it to some state-of-the art summarization systems and the results show that the proposed method outperforms the existing systems to which it is compared.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic text summarization can be used for managing the huge amount of information on the web. The abstracts or summaries help the reader to get a quick overview of an entire document or a document set and thus it reduces reading time.
The automatic text summarization process can be useful for a variety of applications such as document indexing, question-answering systems, aiding retrieval systems, and document classification.
A machine-generated summary is also free from bias and the use of automatic or semiautomatic summarization by commercial abstract services may allow them to scale the number of published texts that they can evaluate.
Depending upon the number of documents accepted as input by a summarization process, automatic text summarization can be categorized as single document summarization and multidocument summarization. When only one document is the input, it is called a single document text summarization and when the input is a set of related text documents, it is called a multi-document summarization.
Text summarization is also categorized based on the type of users the summary is intended for. User focused (query focused) summaries are tailored to the requirements of a particular user or group of users and generic summaries are aimed at a broad readership community [1] A summary is produced in the form of an abstract or an extract. An extract is a summary consisting of a number of important textual units selected from the input(s). An abstract is a summary that represents the subject matter of an input(s) with the text units, which are generated by reformulating the salient units selected from an input(s). An abstract may contain some materials, which are not present in the input document(s).
Based on information contained in the summary, it is called an informative summary and an indicative summary. The indicative summary gives an indication about an article's purpose and it provides the user with an approach for selecting the article for in-depth reading; whereas, an informative summary covers all salient information in the document to some degree of detail. For example, the abstract of a research article is more informative than its headline.
The earliest works on text summarization use sentence extraction as a primary component of a text summarization system where the sentence extraction component uses sentence position, word importance, cue phrases, title information, and sentence length as features for ranking sentences. The centroid based summarization system [2] uses the centroid of a document set (the set may contain a single document for single document summarization task) as a feature where the centroid is a pseudo document consisting of a set of terms whose TF*IDF values (TF: Term Frequency, IDF: Inverse Document Frequency) are greater than the predefined threshold. This method computes the similarity of a sentence to the centroid and considers this similarity value to be the score for the sentence. The work presented in [2] also combines the centroid feature with some of the features such as sentence position, cue phrases, title information, and sentence length etc. for improving the performance of the extraction-based summarization. Although the centroid based summarization system computes sentence scores based on the similarities of the sentences to the centroid, which is represented as a collection of single-word keywords, it ignores the uses of multi-word keyphrases for text summarization. Moreover, it does not use keyphrases for maximizing diverse, yet relevant, information in the summary. Thus, our proposed summarization approach is different from the centroid based summarization approach.
Many research studies on keyphrase extraction [3] [4] [5] have marked text summarization, automatic indexing, etc. as the application areas of keyphrase extraction. The work presented in [6] considers keyphrases as key concepts and incorporates key concepts in search results. Unlike the above-mentioned works that only concentrated on the keyphrase extraction task, our proposed work investigates the uses of keyphrases (key concepts) extracted by a keyphrase extraction system in improving the summarization performance. Our proposed summarization approach uses keyphrases that are treated as key concepts for adjusting the important factors that maximize diverse, yet relevant, information in the summary and thus it improves the summarization performance.
The main contributions of our work are as listed below.
(1) Novel uses of key concepts in summary generation by maximizing diverse, yet relevant, information in the summary. Since redundancy is a critical issue for the text summarization task, we have proposed an efficient method that exploits keyphrases for non-redundant (diverse) sentence selection in the final summary. We also use a position-based sentence filtering technique to eliminate the less important sentences.
(2) We propose a two-phase approach to summary sentence selection. In this two-phase method, Phase 1 uses positional information and document keyphrases in an effective manner for summary sentence selection. Phase 2, which is activated when Phase 1 cannot produce a summary of the desired length, combines the positional information and TFIDF information for summary sentence selection. The criteria for Phase 1 are tougher than those for Phase 2. If the input document is relatively longer, it should have many candidate sentences participating in the competition for selection and so tough a competitive environment in the first phase will help to choose a few sentences from many candidate summary sentences. On the other hand, for a shorter document it may happen that the summary of the desired length may not be produced in the first phase since the criteria are tough. Then, Phase 2, which considers relatively relaxed sentence-selection criteria, is activated to generate the summary of the desired length.
In Section 2, we present the previous works related to our proposed method. The proposed summarization method is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the summary evaluation method and experimental results.
RELATED WORK
The earliest works on text summarization are sentence extraction-based. A sentence extraction based text summarization method has two important steps. The first step involves ranking the sentences based on their scores, which are computed by combining few or all of the features such as term frequency (the number of times a word occurs in a document), positional information (the sentences that occur early in a document are assigned higher scores than those that occur relatively late in the document), and cue phrases (such as "more importantly" or "precisely") [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In the second step, K top ranked sentences are selected to form an extract where the users specify K, based on the summary compression ratio.
The very first work on automatic text summarization presented in [8] computes salient sentences based on word frequency (the number of times a word occurs in a document) and phrase frequency.
A simple method of sentence extraction based summarization, which is presented in [7] , uses headline information, the first and last sentences of the document, and/or each paragraph.
MEAD [2] is a text summarization system that computes the score of a sentence based on the features such as: similarity of the sentence to the centroid (the centroid is basically a collection of words whose weight is greater than a predefined threshold), the similarity to the first sentence of the document, the position of the sentence in the document, and sentence length.
A machine learning based text summarization approach has been proposed in [12] . Given a training corpus of text documents and their summaries, they developed a summarizer that uses a learning algorithm to classify the sentences of a document as summary worthy sentences and summary unworthy sentences. They applied the machine learning algorithm called, bagging, to this learning task, where a C4.5 decision tree has been chosen as the base learner.
A sentence extraction based summarization method that exploits the semantic links between sentences in the text has been presented in [13] . The feature used in this work may be considered to be a cohesion feature. Text cohesion refers to the relationship (semantic links) between words, word senses, or referring expressions, which determine how tightly connected the text is. In this approach, text is represented by a graph in which each node represents a paragraph in a document and the edges are labeled with the similarity score between two paragraphs. The paragraph that is connected to many other paragraphs with a similarity above a predefined threshold is considered to be the bushy node. The paragraph representing the "bushy" node is considered to be a salient one.
An EM algorithm based method for automatic text summarization has been presented in [14] . In this approach, the EM algorithm has been used to form groups of similar sentences in order to obtain a representative sentence from each cluster to create the summary.
The Lexical chaining method for computing the salience of a sentence has been presented in [15] . Lexical cohesion [16] links the different parts of the text through semantically related terms, co-references, ellipsis, and conjunctions. Lexical cohesion also involves relations such as reiteration, synonymy, and hypernymy. The concept of the lexical chain was introduced in [17] , which defines a lexical chain as a sequence of related terms that spans a topical unit of text. A Lexical chain is basically a lexical cohesion that occurs between two terms and among sequences of related words. Barzilay and Elhadad [15] used WordNet to compute the lexical chains.
A genetic algorithm based text summarization approach has been presented in [18] . In this approach, the i th sentence in the document has been considered to be the gene of a chromosome where the value of a gene can be either 0 (indicating that the i th sentence is not included in the summary) or 1 (indicating that the i th sentence is included in the summary). The fitness function is defined as a measure that uses positional and term frequency information. The work in [19] applied Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to a sentence extraction task. This work considers that the probability of the inclusion of a sentence in an extract depends on whether the previous sentence had been included as well.
A maximum entropy (log-linear) model for identifying summary sentences in a document is presented in [20] . The features considered in this work are word pairs, sentence length, sentence position, and discourse features (e.g., whether the sentence follows the "Introduction," etc.).
Compared to creating an extract, automatic abstract generation is harder in the sense that the latter requires a deeper linguistic knowledge, such as semantic properties, of the text. Abstract generation requires the semantic representation of text units (sentences or paragraphs) in a text, the reformulation of two or more text units, and rendering the new representation in a natural language. Abstractive approaches have used template based information extraction, information fusion, and compression [21] [22] [23] .
Headline (title) generation can be viewed as the generation of a very short summary (usually less than 10 words), which gives an indication about the information content of a document. A headline summary is a kind of indicative summary. The approach presented in [24] uses some statistical methods to generate headline-like abstracts.
The HMM (Hidden Markov Model) based headline generation has been described in [25] . Dorr et al. [26] developed the Hedge Trimmer, which uses a parse-and-trim based approach to generate headlines. In this approach, the first sentence of a document is parsed using a parser. Then, the parsed sentence is compressed to form a headline by eliminating unimportant and low content units using a set of linguistically motivated rules. TOPIARY [27] , which is a headline generation system, combines the compressed version of the lead sentence and a set of topic descriptors (key words) that have been generated from the corpus to form a headline. Here the sentence is also compressed using a rule-based approach that is similar to the approach in [26] and the compressed sentence is augmented with the topic descriptors to form a headline.
Many approaches to abstract generation have placed less emphasis on the issue that a true abstract may contain some information that is not contained in the document.
The Document Understanding Conference (DUC) is an international forum that discusses the area of automatic summarization. From time to time, the DUC carries out extensive evaluations on the several defined tasks.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in the USA, organized the first Document Understanding Conference (DUC) in 2001 to provide researchers with a common platform to evaluate their summarization systems. Subsequently, the DUC has become a yearly event. Every year, the DUC defines different summarization tasks, plans for the creation of reference data (documents and summaries for training and testing), and evaluates the summarization systems that are participating in the various tasks. Over the course of its first six years, the DUC has examined automatic single and multi-document summarization of newspaper/wire articles, with both generic tasks and various focused tasks. Nowadays, the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) 1 provides a forum for the assessment of different information access technologies, including text summarization. The DUC and TAC undoubtedly play an important role in the progress of summarization research. In a series of DUC conferences held from 2001 onwards, the various tasks on single document summarization, generic multi-document summarization, query-focused summarization, update summarization, and opinion mining have been defined and evaluated. Out of these DUC conferences, the single document summarization tasks were only considered in 2001 and 2002. We have used the DUC 2001 data set for training our proposed summarization system and we tested our system on the DUC 2002 data set and compared it to the performances of the single document summarizers participating in DUC 2002.
Wan et al. [28] presents an approach to single document text summarization that uses neighborhood knowledge that has been constructed with a small number of nearest neighbor documents close to the specified document for improving document summarization under the assumption that the neighbor documents could provide additional knowledge and more clues. This approach has been tested on the DUC 2002 data set. We have also compared our proposed approach to this approach. The details of the approach proposed by Wan et al. are presented in Subsection 4.4.
We have also compared our approach to a single document text summarization approach presented in [29] , which uses anaphora resolution and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to develop an LSA-based summarizer, which achieves a significantly better performance than a system that does not use anaphoric information. The approach presented in [29] has also been tested on the DUC 2002 data set.
THE PROPOSED SUMMARIZATION METHOD
Our proposed summarization method is extraction based. It has several major steps: (1) preprocessing, (2) keyphrase extraction, and (3) summary generation.
Preprocessing
The preprocessing step includes stop-word removal and breaking the input document into a collection of sentences.
Keyphrase extraction
The main focus of the work presented in this paper is on the use of keyphrases in the text summarization task. To keep the summarization method as simple as possible, the keyphrase extraction component of the proposed summarization system uses a simple keyphrase extraction method, which is a variant of the method presented in [30] . We use a simple method for keyphrase extraction. It has the following two major steps: identifying the candidate keyphrases and ranking the candidate keyphrases for extracting the keyphrases. We consider that a candidate keyphrase is a sequence of words containing no punctuations and stop words. A list of common verbs is also added to the stop word list because we have observed that the keyphrases rarely contain common verbs. The process of candidate keyphrase extraction also has two steps, which are as follows:
Step 1: Extracting candidate keyphrases by considering punctuations and stop words as the phrase boundary and forming a candidate phrase list with the extracted phrases.
Step 2: Further breaking the phrases selected in Step 1 into smaller phrases using the following rules:
i If a phrase is L-word long, all n-grams (n varies from 1 to L-1) are generated and added to the candidate phrase list
ii If a phrase is longer than 5 words, it is discarded Fig. 1 shows a sample sentence and the candidate keyphrases identified from the sentence. Some candidate phrases, which have been generated using the above-mentioned method, may not be meaningful to human readers. For example, in Fig. 1 , the candidate phrase "investigate potential" is less meaningful. After computing phrase frequency, such candidate keyphrases are filtered out. For this purpose, we apply two conditions. The first condition states that a candidate keyphrase should occur at least twice in a document.
The second condition is related to the first appearance of the phrase in the document. Previous works [3] have suggested that keyphrases appear sooner in an article. The works in [30] define a threshold value as: when a phrase appears for the first time, after a certain number of words, it is filtered out and ignored.
In our experiments, the value for word-cutoff has been set to 400, which is suggested in [30] for obtaining the best results on keyphrase extraction. So, the phrases that appear for the first time after the 400-word cutoff are not considered as candidate keyphrases.
Assigning scores to candidate keyphrases
In general, a document has a lower number of author assigned keyphrases. To select a small subset of candidates as the keyphrases requires assigning weights to the candidates and ranking them based on these weights. The weight of a candidate keyphrase is computed using the two important features of Phrase Frequency (PF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) as follows:
Where: plength= length of a phrase in terms of words PF = phrase frequency, which is counted as the number of times a phrase occurs in a document IDF= log(N/DF), where N is the total number of documents in the corpus (a collection of documents in a domain under consideration) and DF is the number of documents in which a phrase occurs at least once. Equation (1) shows that for multi-word phrases, the phrase score is computed using the PF * log (N), which is basically PF * IDF with the DF set to 1. This is due to the fact that multi-word phrases do not occur as frequently as single-word phrases do within a relatively small collection of documents.
After ranking the candidate keyphrases in the decreasing order of their scores, the top m candidates are selected as the keyphrases. Our proposed summarization system starts with all the ranked candidate keyphrases and chooses keyphrases from the top of the list to use them in the summarization process. In fact, how many keyphrases should contribute to the final summary depends on the summary length and the nature of the input document. The detailed method has been presented in the summary generation step, which is discussed in the next subsection.
Summary generation
We extracted the document keyphrases as the first abstraction level of a document. The keyphrases of a document can be viewed as the important concepts that a document elaborates on. We hypothesized that an extract is an elaboration of the important concepts that is to some permissible extent controlled by the given summary length. In other words, for summary genera-tion, we chose a subset of sentences from a document that maximizes the important concepts in the final summary. While selecting sentences in the summary with the objective of maximizing important concepts, care must be taken to allow the summary to contain diverse information because space should not be exhausted with the discussion of only a single important concept when a document may contain many important concepts. So, to allow for these to be diverse information in the summary, for each important concept, we selected one sentence that is the best possible elaboration of the concept. The most important concept will first contribute to the summary, then to the second best concept and so on. When a sentence is selected in a summary, the selected sentence may cover one or more key concepts. So, if the key concepts, which are contained in the previously selected sentences, are found in the global list of key concepts for a document, they are removed from the global list.
To implement the above-mentioned sentence selection process, all of the sentences containing a key concept are grouped and the sentences in a group are ranked based on scores computed using TF*IDF (TF: Term Frequency and IDF: Inverse Document Frequency) and position features. Finally, the sentence with the highest score in the group is selected into the summary. For computing the score of a sentence based on these two features, the observed features are translated into two different scores, which indicate the summary worthiness of a sentence. Here we consider that two different properties (features) provide two weak pieces of evidence for the summary worthiness of a sentence in a document and when they are combined together, it gives stronger evidence to summary worthiness of the sentence in terms of a unique score that facilitates sentence ranking. Thus, the score of a sentence is computed using the following equations: 
Where:
The position of a sentence S in a document is indicated by i , One of the problems with TF*IDF based scoring is that sometimes longer sentences get a higher score merely due to fact that they contain more words. So, the words whose TF*IDF value is less than the predefined threshold (we set this threshold value to 2.5 for our experiments) are removed from a sentence as noise, and the score of the sentence ( tfidf Score ) is computed with the TF*IDF values of the remaining words.
The algorithm for sentence selection and summary generation works in two phases, which are as follows: (1) Phase 1 considers the first n sentences from a document as the candidate summary sentences, ignores the rest, clusters the candidate summary sentences into groups where one group is formed per key concept (that is, the sentences containing a particular key concept are put into a group), and chooses the best sentence from each group as a summary sentence; and (2) Phase 2 is activated if the desired summary length is not reached in Phase 1. Phase 2 revises all the sentences from the document for selection into the summary, ranks sentences using Equation 4, chooses sentences one by one from the ranked list of sentences, and adds a chosen sentence to the summary if it was not already selected into the summary during Phase 1. Phase 1 of the summarization algorithm presented here is tighter than Phase 2, which is only used whenever Phase 1 is unable to produce a summary of the desired length. Through observation and manual verification of the reference summaries, it has been found that most summary sentences are selected from the sentences that appear early in the document. So, Phase 1 of the algorithm makes the sentence selection criteria tougher and it restricts the candidate summary sentences to a lesser number by setting the threshold of n on the positions of the sentences.
Whereas, Phase 2 is relatively relaxed and is used to fill the space in the summary that remains unfilled during Phase 1. Phase 2 might be omitted by relaxing the threshold value for sentence position, but through experimentations, it has been found that setting higher values to n degrades the summarization performance.
In order to select an optimal position threshold value, an experiment has been set up. In this experiment, a DUC 2001 dataset was used for tuning the threshold values. In the devised experiment on adjusting the threshold value for sentence position, the summarizer was run on the data set with a position threshold value, where the value ranged from 1 to approximately the half of the average document size. Each time the experiment was run, the position threshold value is incremented by 1 and the summaries generated by the summarizer are evaluated using the ROUGE-1 average F-score [31] . After all of the summaries for the input documents are generated, the average ROUGE-1 score for each threshold value was calculated. Since the whole idea of having a threshold value is to maximize the summarization performance, a score was obtained by normalizing these values by dividing each average value by the maximum obtained average. So, the value of one represents the highest summarization performance obtainable by the proposed summarizer. Figure 2 shows the effect on summarization performance when the threshold value (n) for sentence position is varied.
The graph shown in Fig. 2 suggests that the maximum improvement in the summarization performance on a set of documents at hand is obtained whenever the threshold is set to 5.
The detailed algorithm for creating a summary using the key concepts (keyphrases) and sentence importance is presented in Fig. 3 . The detailed discussion on the algorithm is given below.
The input to the algorithm are a list of sentences with their scores computed using Equation 4; a list of keyphrases (key concepts), which are ranked in decreasing order of their weights, and that are computed using Equation 1; and a predefined threshold on sentence position. The output of the algorithm is a summary.
Step 1 of the algorithm initializes the variables where the output variable SUMMARY is initially set to "empty" and it is gradually updated based on sentence selection criteria.
The variable KPcoverage monitors the list of concepts covered by all the sentences previously selected in SUMMARY. The algorithm consults the information maintained in KPcoverage, while a sentence is considered for being selected into the summary. The pointer p points to the first member (the topmost keyphrase) in the ranked list of keyphrases, K. The algorithm works in two phases.
The first phase stops when the summary of desired length L is achieved. Otherwise sentence selection proceeds in the following way: the topmost keyphrase is selected from the ranked list of keyphrases and if the selected keyphrase is not present in the previously selected sentences, the sentences containing the keyphrase are collected from the document to make a pool, and then after removing from the pool the sentences with position greater than a predefined threshold, the most important sentence from the pool is selected and included into the SUMMARY, and then the KPcoverage is updated with the keyphrases that are present in the currently selected sentence.
Phase 2 of the algorithm is activated if the summary of the desired length is not produced in Phase 1. Such a situation may arise when the number of keyphrases in list K is relatively small.
For example, a shorter document may contain a fewer number of phrases that satisfy the criteria (discussed in Subsection 3.2) for being selected as candidate keyphrases. In Phase 2, all of the sentences in the document are considered and sorted in decreasing order of their scores. The sentences from the sorted list are then selected and included in the summary one by one, if the sentence under consideration is not already present in the summary. Phase 2 stops sentence selection when the summary of the desired length of L is produced. As such, the data for these two years is only available for experimentation on single document summarization.
For tuning the parameters of the proposed summarization system, we used the DUC 2001 dataset that contains 309 English news articles, which were categorized into 30 clusters. Each cluster contains a set of documents related to a topic. We tested the proposed system on Task 1 of the DUC 2002 with a dataset containing 567 English news articles, which were categorized into 59 news clusters, and where each cluster contained a set of news articles related to a topic.
For these two datasets, the news articles were collected from TREC-9 for the single document summarization task. Table 1 shows a brief description of the two datasets used in training and testing our proposed system. For summary evaluation, we have used the commonly used automatic evaluation tool called, the ROUGE package, which was developed by Lin [31] . ROUGE is based on the n-gram overlap between a system generated summary and a set of reference summaries [32] . It measures a summary quality by counting overlapping units, such as the word n-gram, word sequences, and word pairs between the candidate summary and the reference summaries.
The ROUGE-N recall score is computed as follows: where ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall between a system generated summary and a set of reference summaries. n stands for the length of the n-gram, gramn and Countmatch (gramn) are the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a system generated summary and a set of reference summaries.
The older versions of the ROUGE package, such as Versions 1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1, and 1.4.2, only used a recall based score for summary evaluation. Whereas, the newer version of the ROUGE Data sources TREC-9 TREC-9
Summary length 100 words 100 words package--ROUGE 1.5.5--evaluates summaries based on three metrics such as ROUGE-N precision, ROUGE-N recall, and the ROUGE-N F-Score, where N can be 1, 2, 3, 4 etc. Thus, the ROUGE toolkit reports separate scores for 1, 2, 3, and 4-grams, and also for the skip bigram. We have used ROUGE Version 1.5.5 for our system evaluation. Among the various ROUGE scores, the unigram-based ROUGE score (ROUGE-1) has been shown to most agree with human judgment [32] . We have showed three of the ROUGE metrics in the experimental results: ROUGE-1 (unigram-based), ROUGE-2 (bigram-based), and ROUGE-SU4 (matching bigrams with a skip distance of up to 4 words [31] ).
System performance comparison
Our proposed approach is trained on the DUC 2001 dataset and was tested on the generic single document summarization task of the DUC 2002. The summary length was set to 100 words. The proposed approach was compared with the LEAD baseline method, which considers the first 100 words of a document as a summary.
Previous research works [33] concluded that, for a generic single document summarization task, the lead baseline was quite strong and that it was difficult to outperform this baseline due to the journalistic convention of putting the most important part of an article in the initial paragraphs. But the fact that the most human summarizers perform significantly better than the baseline shows that the task is meaningful and that better-than-baseline performance is possible [33] . The results shown in Table 2 were obtained after testing our proposed approach on DUC 2002 data and by evaluating the system generated summaries using ROUGE 1.5.5 with the settings that apply stemming (stop-words were not removed) while computing the ROUGE score. The results shown in Table 3 were obtained after evaluating the system generated summaries using ROUGE 1.5.5 with the setting that applies both the stemmer and stop-word remover while computing ROUGE scores. These tables also show the comparisons of our proposed summarization approach and the DUC 2002 baseline. In these tables, we have also shown within square brackets the 95% confidence interval reported by the ROUGE toolkit for the corresponding ROUGE scores. As can be seen from Tables 2 and 3 , our proposed summarization approach outperforms the DUC baseline. This shows that the use of key concepts in single document summarization improves summarization performance.
Comparison with DUC systems
We compared our proposed method with five typical participating systems on the DUC 2002. The typical systems are the systems with high ROUGE scores. They were chosen from the participating systems on the single document summarization task of the DUC 2002. Table 4 gives a brief description of the five systems.
To compare our proposed method with the others mentioned above, we used the summaries released by DUC officials on the web. Table 5 shows the comparisons of our proposed summarization approach and the top five systems that participated in the DUC 2002.
In the Table 5 shows the results that were obtained after evaluating the systems using ROUGE 1.5.5 with a setting that applies a stemmer (but no stop-word removal) while computing the ROUGE scores. Though Table 6 also shows the comparisons of our proposed summarization system and the five top systems participating in DUC 2002, the ROUGE scores shown in this table have been computed with a different setting that applies a stemmer along with a stop-word remover on the summaries. Whereas, the ROUGE scores shown in Table 5 only use stemming without removing stop-words from the summaries.
As can be seen in Tables 5 and 6 , our proposed summarization approach performs well and the performance of the approach is comparable to and sometimes better than a number of systems that were reported to be performing the best on the DUC 2002 dataset. Compared to the best system (System Code 28 shown in Tables 5-6 ) that uses the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and the LRM (logistic regression model) for sentence extraction, our proposed method is also relatively simple and easily implementable. 
Comparison with the post-DUC systems
We also compared our proposed summarization approach to some selected approaches, which were tested on Task 1 of the DUC 2002 and whose results were published after the conference. Since we have compared our proposed approach to the approaches that used the older version of the ROUGE package for summary evaluation, we only considered the recall scores obtained by our summarization system for comparisons with other existing approaches.
The Manual (readme file) available with ROUGE Package, version 1.5.5 suggests that only the recall scores should be considered when comparing any system's performance with the previous DUC results. The main reason for using a recall score in this context is that the previous DUC results were obtained through summary evaluation by using older versions of the ROUGE pack-age that only gives the recall score for summary evaluation. Precision has been incorporated into the later version of the ROUGE package, because the recall score by itself is not sufficient in the situation where there is a possibility of improving recall by sacrificing precision.
The first approach to which our proposed summarization approach is compared was proposed by Wan et al. and published very recently in [28] . The approach proposed by Wan et al. [28] exploits the neighborhood knowledge, which has been constructed with a small number of nearest/neighbor documents that are close to the specified document, for improving document summarization. It does so under the assumption that the neighbor documents could provide additional knowledge and more clues. Here the specified document is actually expanded to a small document set by adding a few neighbor documents close to the document. Then the graph-based ranking algorithm is applied to the expanded document set to make use of both the local information in the specified document and the global information in the neighbor documents. This approach has been tested on the DUC 2002 data set and the older version of ROUGE toolkit has been used by Wan et al. for evaluating the system generated summaries. The authors have experimentally shown that the neighborhood knowledge is useful for document summarization. Table 7 compares our proposed summarization approach with the summarization approach presented in [28] in terms of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-W recall scores. The ROUGE scores for the DUC 2002 data set, reported in [28] by the authors of the article as the evaluation results for their proposed summarization approach, has been shown in Row 2 of Table 7. Row 1 of Table 7 shows the results that were obtained after we evaluated our proposed summarization approach using ROUGE Version 1.5.5, which is run with similar command-line options used for system evaluation by Wan et al. That is, the summaries are stemmed but the stop-words are not removed during the system evaluation. The results presented in Table 7 show that our proposed summarization approach performs better than the approach proposed in [28] by Wan et al. in terms of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-W recall scores. Steinberger et al. (2006) in [29] proposed the second approach to which our proposed approach has been compared. Their approach uses an anaphora resolution for improving text summarization performance. The authors developed an LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis)-based summarizer that uses an approach to single document text summarization, which incorporates anaphoric information in Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Steinberger et al. (2006) [29] evaluated summaries using an older version of the ROUGE package with the settings: ROUGEeval-1.4.2.pl -c 95 -m -n 2 -s -2 4 -a. According to this setting, summaries are stemmed and stop words are removed to conduct summary evaluation. For evaluating the summaries generated by our proposed summarization approach, we used ROUGE version 1.5.5 and ran it with similar settings. That is, we used: ROUGE-1.5.5.pl -c 95 -m -n 2 -s -2 4 -a. We considered ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L recall scores for comparisons of our proposed summarization approach with the approach proposed in [29] by Steinberger et al. Table 7 . Comparisons of our proposed approach and the approach proposed by Wan et al. (2010) in [28] .
The summaries are stemmed but the stop-words were not removed for summary evaluation ROUGE-1 recall ROUGE-2 recall ROUGE-w recall
Our proposed summarization approach evaluated using ROUGE 1. [29] by the authors of the article as the evaluation results for their proposed summarization approach, has been shown in Row 2 of Table 8 . As can be seen in Table 8 , our proposed summarization approach performs better than the approach proposed in [29] by Steinberger et al.
CONCLUSION
This paper discusses a single document text summarization method that uses key concepts extracted from a document for summary generation. The comparisons of our proposed summarization approach to some state-of-the art summarization approaches suggest that our proposed summarization approach performs well and that the performance of our approach is comparable to and sometimes better than a number of systems that have been reported to perform best on the DUC 2002 data set. Our approach is also simple and easily implementable compared to some state-of-the art summarization approaches.
Since our proposed summarization approach depends on key concepts in documents, we may expect that an improvement to the keyphrase extraction method will enhance summarization performance. However, at the same time, we should try to avoid using a sophisticated keyphrase extraction method because it may degrade the speed of the summarization system.
